EthioLion

"YE BURQA ZIMETA"
Selam all
Please distribute this book by the divisive former TPLF cadre Tesfaye Gebreab so that all
those who have not read this book may be able to appreciate the extent to which the
ethnonationalist Tigrean minority regime has gone to inflame hatred among the two major
ethnic groups of Ethiopia. Please distribute it with the following text.
Dear Ethiopian compatriots!!!!
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For all those who have not read the divisive book of Tesfaye Gebreab which was meant to
incite Oromos against Amharas, here is the link to access the book. Just click the following
link and click again "downloaden" which amounts "download'. Then you see the content of
the book. Please have the courage to read it till the end and while reading this book please try
to overcome the disgust you may feel by the hate literature contained in the book. Read it till
the end and judge the content for yourself. Unless we understand the mindset of
ethnonationalists who advocate the politicization of ethnicity in Ethiopia, we cannot
understand and appreciate the forces of destruction that are poised to destroy the panEthiopian identity of Ethiopia many Ethiopians cherish. All those who read this book would
hopefully appreciate the extent to which the Tigrean minority government has gone in
inciting Oromos to rise up against Amharas. What transpired in Arba Gugu, Wellega,
Bedeno, etc was precipitated by such divisive propaganda literature which had the force of an
official TPLF government fiat and sanction to say the least. Reading Tesfaye Gebreab's
recent work "Ye Gazetegnaw Mastawasha", one does not get the idea that this former TPLF
cadre even regrets the fact that produced such a divisive book while loyally serving his
Tigrean masters. On pages 55 and page 76 of this book there are very inflammatory sentences
written in Oromo language which are meant to incite the Oromos against Amharas dotted in
parts of the Arsi region. We will try to translate these sentences and make them
understandable and accessible to those who do not understand the Oromo language. We will
subseqeuntly make availabe the ethnicist and inflammatory work of a Tigrean
ethnonationalist by the name of Ato Gebre Kidan Desta who authored a book entitled " YE
TIGRAY HIZBINA YE TIMKIHETEGNOTCH SERA KE TILANT ESKE ZARE " . By
presenting the hate literature which is being oozed by ethnonationalists of all hues and cry,
we hope we will throw light on the danger which ethnic federalism as espoused by TPLF and
the part of the opposition now regrouped under the MEDREK group and groups like
OLF/ONLF are posing to the existence of Ethiopia as a nation.
We wish you good reading.
Here is the link to access "YE BURQA ZIMETA"
http://cid
4b059c050953c7d9.skydrive.live.com/self.aspx/.Public/Ye%20BurQa%20Zemeta.pdf

Ethiopia will prevail !

